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PHILLIPS ESTATE PASTOR WILL IOWNERS OF HOUSES CANNOT
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SEVERAL PROPRIETORS WAIT ED ON YESTERI5AY BY THE
COMMITTEE OF "FRONTIERSMEN' AND REQUISTED TO
VACATE
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MAKE THE SOILED DOVES
BUILDINGS
RENTED THEM IN RESPECTABLE SECTIONS OF THE CITY;
SOME OF THE HOUSE OWN ERS QUICKLY GOT RID OF
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JUDGE LIGHTFOOT TAKES UP REV, J. C. HENRY MOVES INTO
PRESBYTERIAN MANSE
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LAW TO COMPEL COMPANIES
TO PAY POLE RENTAL TO CITY

KNIFE WORKED To MN THE
PROMISCUOUSLY HUNTING PARTY
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• REFEREE BAGBY DECIDED HE HAD NO POWER TO ENJOIN
JUDGE REED OF THE STATE COURT, HENCE TRUSTEE
REED DROPS THE INJUNCTION LITIGATION IDEA AND
WILL MAKE A MOTION BEFORE THE REFEREE, FOR THE
LATTER TO COMPEL PARTIES TO APPEAR AND SHOW
BY WHAT AUTHORITY THEY ARE WITHHOLDING MANY
THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS WORTH OF GOODS BEING
FOUGHT FOR IN THE REH KOPF BANKRUPTCY PROCEEDING.

pOWIE CRAZY 'NEGRO 8HOT'
BY OFFICER

TALK TO . HIS
FOLLOWERS
SUNDAY SHOWS REASON
DETHRONED.
VAN
Failing "Apostle" Imagines He Is
At General's Funeral Service—
Led Away.

From Isaac Shelby to 1.C. W. Beckham

BANKHEAD, COLORED
HELD TO GRAND JURY
YESERDAY.

momonnoos ALL OF moolc:ows

KENTUCKY'S GOVERNORS
The First Time Their Pictures Have Ever
Been Published.
The Evening Post has for reeerai years endeavored to secure pictures or all Kentucky
Oovernois and has at
succeeded in securing them through the assistance of the Kentucky state Historicallast
tiociety.
In order to place these pictures in a permanent form, they haw
arranged
1z: in.a
group in an op-to.doto Atlas 6bowing, Kentucky with the latest been
census,
urea of
all the presidents of the United
&Mates,
Ruler*
Plags
and
of
all
natioris,
steam
p routes,
statistical data, history of the Russo-Japan War, also late maps of the United
States, Panama Canal, Eastern and Western
Ilemiaphere, reports of the last three national census
and much...thee historical information.
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Egbert Moore Was Fined $35 and
Sent to Jail for Ten Days for Car
Chicago, Ill., Dec. 3.—John Alexrying Concealed Weapons.
ander Dowic, weak and speaking aimTtio amigo* and Inoloablo Atlas I* FRES to ALL EVENING
POST
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moat
State news and beet
did not
cago. The feeble "apostle" showed by
market reports.
goods being held on attachments, beby Judge Dave Cross, and the accused
For all the people and against the grafter.
enjoin Judge Reed. from trying the ing turned over to the trustee. In its wandering remarks that the in- held over to the circuit court grand
Independent always.
firmities of his body had become instate. suits filed against the. E. Reit- outlining and following this new
jury on the charge of maliciously
For the Hoene.
firmities of mind as well,
moa
file
will
Reed
Trustee
kepi Saddlery Company. The ref- course,
For twenty minutes he spoke to hi; shooting at Officer Aaron Hurley.
LOUISVILLE. KV.
erre Saturday night expressed him- tion before Referee Bagby to the ef- audience under the impression that he Bankhcad is the negro Policeman
self as thinking he had the author- feet that certain parties are "with- was the aid of a great general and Ilia-ley started to arrest at Eleventh
ity, hut gave this off-hand, without holding Rehkopf firm assets" by re- that the general, who had died, was and Husbands streets, when the oargooking up thelaw. On scanning the mining possession of the contested lying before him waiting burial/ lb. key pulled his gun and fired point--oseggin-anwits.
statutes though. he finds that the goods. In this way the referee ean first evidence of something wrong was blank at the officer, who quickly sent
bankrupt referee caunot restrain Or: compel these parties in charge of the shown when Dowie appeared in the a bullet into the negro's head. The
state circuit judge • in this -character g• ods, to produce them, or show by assembly rooms attired in a plain bond of Bankhead was fired at $3oo.
The adultery charge adainst B. Carof litigation. This enjo• • g power what authority they are holding the business suit and wearing a skull cap.
Quit paying rent. Let us bedd the house; you pay for it as Too
roll
and Grace Beatty nas contiaued
lies in the hands of Judge Walter goods.
It is his usual custom to appear ;n
pgy
until today.
Rehkopf stored goods in a public gorgeous robes.
Vomit •Asti la aD parte of the city. Nice lots en the
Tvans of the United States court at
Less Perkins was given a continuproposed car eslinden ea Weed to union depot sled so Aim
warehouse, and got receipts for them
Points to Spot on Floor.
eineets from apt to Ispe sorb. asp saw co
Inatellsent
pis
Then he astonished his believers by ance until today of the warrant chargOn finding that he did not have front the warehouseman. Rehkopf put
4111e cheep. The le the Went ground la the city. Property le
the power, Referrer Bagby yesterday ep these receipts to the bank and saying that he W3-3 "here by express ing hint with disorderly conduct.
nevainhis
T. Lindsey was tined. Si and costa
refused the injunction suit which is borrowed money. The bank then orders of his commander in chief.*
the one filed by Trustee Cecil Reed Maimed the goods and sold much. The object of his presence, he said, for being drunk.
A little disorder in addition to his
CO.
-of the Rehkopf bankrupt estate, and while firms selling Rehkopf goods, "was to say a few words over the
INCORPORATED.
in which the trustee claims all bus- also came in and attached the arti- dead body of our general"—pointing drunk coat Harry liagerdown
Egbert Moore was fined $a5 and
imess connected with the Roiskopf ties, in trying to recover possession to a spot, on the Aoor—"who lies
Laid D. iseders. Pros. awl Mgr. Those 76s.
to jail for ten days for carrying
Rehkopf
that
ground
them,
the
on
there."
talked
bankof
He
aimlessly
the
wound
along
in
up
be
should
firm
truaconcealed
weapons.
them.
buying
The
these lines for fifteen minutes, when
rapt court, and Judge Reed restrain- used fraud in
John Sulhvan got $30 for being
eal from trying or making any orders tee wants all these contested goods Deacon Peters, seing something was
wrong, tried to stop him. Dr. Dowse, drunk and tbaorderly.
in the actions filed in the state eir- put in his possession.
Osa Miller and Charles House were
Today the trustee offers for sale ordered mm to sit down and repeatN1
cue court by parties hating claims
%.isorin
each
tined $5 for letting their cows
about
bidder
commands
his
until
they
highest
were
obeyed.
the
latter
to
the
goods
Rehkopf
for
against
worth of uncontested stock in the The jargoa was continued until S. A. run at large upon the public streets.
ka,aght- of the outside finme.
Morris an attendant, appeared before
Instead of filing the inunction be- Rehkopf house.
his chief and told hint that he was EASTERN TRAVELING
MEN TO STOP TIPPING
wearing himself out and ought to go
gnaws Wurnan's Vagaries.
About Christmas Shopping.
upstairs and rest. lie got the same
The porter on the Pullman ear nas orders gif en Deacon Peters
Rochester, N. Y., Dec. 3.—PracriThere are just twenty-one shopping
T
several passengers in the Donie appealed to the "gentlenten of cally all of the/ Rochester' traveling
brushing
behooves
It
Christmas.
;days before
the genial Christmas shopper to take l smoking room as the trail: draw near the army" for assistance. When he men have received an invitation to betime by the forelock and begin now Denver. "Of all the things I hate to saw that there was nothing else ,for come members off a new organization
la make due preparations tor the hole do on a sleepin' cah," he said, "hand- him to do he told his followers that which was recently organized as the
me most. he was going to retire and that Fe Commercial Home Club of the United
day Ficaeon.
. lin' women's hats bothehs
After each strenuous shopping ex- Nine women out of ten ah cranks would leave Deacon Cutler in harist. States. .k meeting, for the purpose
of perfecting the organization will
perience good resolutions are made 'bout ther hats. The minute a pohtan
Reason Is Slowly R
Deacon Peters attributed the cause be held in hushing in February
and ...en' forgotten. but they should begins to bresh one off its Ownah's
One of the principal objects of the
alnois' suhtio to hop onto hint 'bout of Movie's actions to a book he had
*ow he recalled.
For in Igoe there ;s such general somethin'. He'll he 'cused of break- been reading the day before. Towari 4irganization will be to stop the tip
prosperity and such widespread goonl in' feathatts. maishin' crowns an' do- evening word was arr.! 'wit from bead. ping systern in vogue in all the large
fellowship that the merchants beg in' almost everything undah the sun. quarters that their leader was slowly funds. l• is claimed that the taston• OITICZ PHOHZ 414-4
ItIZIDENCit PHONE *atro say they will not be able to nice I wah breahin' a finiale hat off Os-- recovering hit reason aal would prob- is a constant drain on the resources of
day when the woman tip an' says I ebly he well today. A meeting we the tras-cling me.i. who expect that the
she calls of the late comers.
I.eld last evening IF, the older% f society will be strong inkwell in a
New York correspondents have al- done ruined it.
a •1,..ok aolich. potah; :he says.'Yo' Dowie'a following a.. to what aeti.sit ..h..rt time to reduct. if not eliminate
ready warned their Western aaaoci
should be taken relative to their the necessity for tipping.'
ate% that only early orders for holi- has done twisted it all out of shape.'
chiefs condition.
soht.
Another object sought is to secure
within'
of
the
hadn't
did
cer-I
any
with
met
by
can
goo&
day
Dining a meeting of the opposing /respectful attention from employee
sanity, and duplicated orders have al- but I nevah dared to tell huh ao. •lan
Zio City at the tabernacle of hoick
In order to compel
, sorry, madam.' I say*. •I nevah meant iaction
ready been set aside.
the
word came of the corditio
a committee will he anpointed. Acv
So the purchaser, with the experi-' to nolo the hat. Indeed I nevah.*
It is neither economy nor good taxte
crier of last year. should begin now' - *Oh. of course yotise !nervy." she pose4! bead of Zion. Deacon NteCill'a lack of attention' will he reported to
to put a poor cover over a good set of
syntpathy
r
the committee. with The result that
says. lint that won't do the hat any ;nose and
with Christmas parchasee
works. •
condition'
suggested .:iat none of the members of the enziety
and
Dowie's
7%.
In this connection it may he wel ; amid. I think I'll repoht yii• an' have
coeeiegaiina
likeIn
A good case isalwaysadvisable, par.
-ill patroniae .hat hostelry.
tne rest of the
to say that pedestriane on Our retai yo' discharged to' pure cablessnese*
beg:nning
Ocularly
of
if the works are first class.
on),
ffse
was
this
a
,
In
order
to
become a member 't is
"She went on hike that. 'Madam.'
street% should "move on." S•reets are
end.
the
necessary
to
be
a
traveling
that
man
mighty
says,
I
sorry
•I•na
of
for passage. in the old days. village I
Silver, Gold-filled or solid Gold—
boil moral character, employed by a
days. we could stroll down Fourth: messed up yo' hat, because I miticeri • Those-wilko_)ate 4.h/tate it iov leige
reliable—are hem"'
en
thaeainan- reputable firm
recommended tot a
street. or Market tweet but now ey 'I yo' with it nit, and it imhtinly was of Dovrie** allairs state that
settlement of a week ago is one member and apnroved by the memtry stroller obstructs the sidewalk heernsire. That brown sure is thc cial
Aid caftiae,. of the apostle; bers of the board of trustees The apthe
of
god days seorvs of others with equal right colah foh a lady with a fine comcondition.
• plication fee is lifted at so cents, and
'flexion like yo. has got.'
.xighte to the streets.
the dues will be Is cents a month. 3.
"Thst did the work. 'Oh, well; she
If Von must have a talk. with your
VALUABLE STATISTICS.
a
C. Mercer of Philadelphia i- presifriend. man or woman. turn and walk says. coolin' off. 'I guess yo' nevah
dent. and Ezra K. Bryan of Cincin"'with hint or her until you reach a 'huh' the hat much, aitah all. Let it
Wbat Might Happen If Niagara Falls nati :• vice president.
:common point of interest, but do not go this time:
Slowed Beer Instead of Water.
"Las' Satuhday I did get a little
blockade the street while you et,..%••••••
SHOT THROUGH WINDOW
change personal views on any subject. rough with a lady's hat an' rubbed it
Falls were composed of
OF COLORED CHURCH
Keep to the right always. If you a little out of shapei I expected to
beer instead of water it would fill a
are going north take the east side of have huh take my bead off. but she stein
holding 25.234.70000o quarts eVElkton. Ky, Dec. 3.—Considerz.ble
the street and cross when yois are op- simply smiled when she s-w what I
cry year
A man, to lift and drink excitement exists in the
.
county as
had did.
posite your destined point.
this stein, would needs be .353,t86,offo,- the result of an cceurrence
at Tren"I'm sorry. madam: I says.
Do not walk with friends three
21 feet tall. A man of Louie Gleim's ton Thu.-s&)' while
Senator R. R.
abreast; two is as much as our crowd—Ole yo• needn't to be,' she an- capacity
could drink an hour's dow
thoroughfares can accommodate.
swered. with a smile. 'Go est and of the falls in 1.007,16t.739 days, 22 Grady was address'ng an audience of
colore.1 voters in the col ned MethodBe considerate. Much delay is mash it all up. Then my husban. will hours and 52
minutes. Allowing that ist chur: i ii behalf otf taa
etohibiavoided if you can remember that all have la sit the anotheie'
it takes fourtten stems to make a tion cat -.e .1 party of
arff'aits about
the agencies cif distribution are tax"Bin." he concluded, "she was only man
light on beer aad eighteen to get the same time stoned the ee:cteil
Baped to. the nriataat, aid that a little One in ten."—Denver Post,
hint spifflicated, an hour's flow of the tist chum -h. where the Rev
Dr. Midgconaideration will lead to prompter
falls would keep the entire Aryan mt. a white preachee, was
speaking
service.
race • spifflicated for two days., and for the same cause. The
The holiday „,na,
on 41,11,1,1 be one WHISKY BOTTLES MUST
guilty parmake the entire Mongolian race tig-ht ties have not been apprehended.
of good cheer, and nothing will do
CONTAIN FULL QUART for a
week. The calcuhationa arc
more to promote the proper spirit than .
based on the supposition that the beer
The Charm of Frills.
a respect for the rights and the neces-i Louisville. Dec. 3.—J. A. Craft. co- - would be
drawn solid, and that the
There are so many occ-asions that
lector of internal revenue, has been
eities of others.
foam would be in proportion to the the separate blouse till:
to perfection
notified by John W. Yerkes. commismist rising above the falls.
that-one can hardly have too maily of
sioner of internal revenue. that a new
USE RARE SURGICAL SKILL
If all the rice made in tha United those effective little
pieces. in the
ruling had been made in regard to
States were to be made into cigarette aardrobe. With the
continued liking
, Doctors Perform r Difficult Opera- bottles
For 'bottled-in-bond whis- papers, there
would be enough to roll for the coat and skirt suit, the
ky. Reports have been received *in
logition Successfully.
251.0.2.227n% cigarettes, which would cal concomitaat is
the waist or blouse
1Vrashington that 'X.:idlers leeve been he
sufficient to cause Lucy Page Bos- of harmonizing or
contrasting color.
Clinton, Iowa. Dec.
i, said using quart bottle% for bottling whis- ton to employ nineteen assistants. •and
preferably of material as- soft
that never befine in the history iii ky in bond, and bottles which often
If all the noses on all the human be- and sheer as the
purse will allow. PADUCAH REAL ESTPIIIL. WESTERN KENTUCKY
Iowa surgery was a successful opera- lacked as much as two ounces of be- ings in
FARM1. EASI
the world were one nose it Velvet ant/ velveteen
costumcs are
tion performed of the character which ing a full quart. yet the government would be
1101MIX PAYMENT LOTS FOR INVESTMENT. WESTERN
73t,a-a3.87o.loa agate lines among the more favored of
the seapaved the life of Martin Anderson, clamp guaranteed a full quart.
KENTUCKY REAL ESTATE JOURNAL.AND PRICE
from tip to base. and 793,615,1070p son's modes. and
with either of' these
The order from the commissiiimer -agate
engineer at the Clinton gas works.
ERU TO EVERYBODY. SEND FOR a.
hues from upper lip to the tip. there is permissible a
range of color
After the lining of his ititestine had is that each distill% shall provide a It could smell
and material that few- other fabrics
onions
cooked
on
the
W•DG• Vd. WIUTTWI•Olt.E.. si•whien.h.
been perforated by typhoid ulcers -and fill-quart glass graduate for measur- fixed star
ot Algenib, provided the admit.
the contents of the bowels had es- jug the bottles before used. It also hay fever in
44.69 of i per cent of the
caped into the abdominal cavity doc states that the government store- nose did not
affect the entire nose.
COAL SEIZED BY CITIZENS
414111114
tors operated on the man and he is Steeper in charge of the bottling plant
If all the buckwheat batter used in
shall
test
all so-called quart bottles the Nineteenth
convalescent and out of danger.
congressional district Residents of Washington Town,
An incision was, made in the wall when received, and if it is shown of New York
• 's
in the months of NoFamine Stricken, Capture
that
they are short over an oitnce vemSer,
of the abdomen. Two- perforations
December and Jannary, 1905,
Train.
were repaired, the cavity cleansed and they must be rejected and removed were paste it
would
be
sufficient
to
the wounds closed after drainage front the government warehoose. The put tip 2t_io2.137
*ia
North Yakima, Wash., Dec. 3.—Ac
twenty-sheet circus
through a tube had been establish- allowance of the ounce is from the posters, which
a result of the coal famine here a
would
cover
all
but
ed. This was two weeks ago. Today fact that no glass factories will make seventeen mile'
and twerrty-three raid was made on a coal train yesa contract guaranteeing bottles
the patient was reported (int of
to yards of the great wall of China.
terday as it passed through the town.
et, the last effects of the operation bold :aty exact amount.
If all the kangaroos in Australia Trainmen who made an effort to stop
having passed away, and the doctors
keere one kangaroo, it cOttle
the seizure were threatened with bodThe Right End.
state that the patient will be able to
from Cape Wales. Affair:Mt, to C.hria- ily harm and kept from interfering.
One day Percy, aged three' was
I. have the hospital in a short
tianahaah. Greenland, in one :limp. The situation is critical at North
•
time.
Instance; where this operation have playing with the tail of a /fin dog.
If it ehould alight with both
Yakima.
there
is
no
feet
on
fuel
for
the
"1-iYA out.- said a careful
bet n successfully performed arc exaunt; Christianshaab glacier it would start '
,ebbe buildings, and
the distrvmeiy rare in annals of Amerkan "he'll bite you, cleat:.ftve tht would. do $21,311.45- thin- trict schools will have to close. Only
"Oh no, auntie." he said.
surgery,
"I'se not age to shipping and docks aa Reyk- four car loads of coal have
been reat the bitin' end.----Harper'i
Weekly. javik, ;celand.—Chicago Tribune.
c:ivcil since - Wednesday.
•-••• ••-
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DGE REED STARTS THE
NEW PLACE Walt CARD PARTY
CRIMINAL TERM OF COURT COAL COMPANY
VISITING

FOR
LADY

11.111.•=••••//./.•

GRAND JURY WAStrIPANELED AND CHARLES E. GRAHAM'
MADE FOREMA ,Hr THE BODY, WHILE THIS MORNING MR. GUS EDWARDS RESIGNED MESDAMES BRADSHAW WILL
POSITION WITH' !LAS
ENTERTAIN THIS AFTERTHE COURT SWEARS IN THE PETIT JURIES THAT IMCONCERN
NOON
MEDIATELY START TRIALS OF THE MANY INDICTMENTS
BAILEY
FILED
DEON THE DOCKET-L-TITY CLERK
MURRER TO MANDAMUS SUIT WHERE DISTILLERIES CONCERN SEEKS TO COMPEL HIM TO ISSUE THEM QUART Monroe Nance Goes to New Mexico This Evening the Matinee Musicale
LICENSE—MUCH OTHER BUSINESS.
to Locate and Take Position
Club Gives Its "Open Affair" at
=Business Notes.
the Eagles' Home

•

SI

Jtidge Reed empaneled the grand
jury yesterday on opening the crimi•ual term, that body consisting of
Charles E. Graham. foreman. P. H.
Owen. A. J. Thompson, A. E. Stegar,
A. B. Dupriest. J. D. Alstnan. J. P.
McQueen, Maus Stewart, F. W.
E. 0. Thisimpson, 11. E. Johnson and Jake Oehlschlaeger.
Today the judge swears in the petit
Juries that will inunedately start trying rhe different nuliconents before at
'for disposal. The first one • on the
docket is that accusing Ernest Coawictnt and Wood Jones, with obtaining
money under false pretenses, by stealing some grocery goods andi selling
them to other parties. claiming the
articles belonged to ttiem. There are
two indictments against each of the
,
young fellow'.
The next case ia that in which an
Eastern tirm charges. James E. English with appropriating to his private
use. money belonging to the firm. Mr.
English claims to have receipts showing a full accounting of the contested
money.
The third charge on the docket acNOT ACCI of passing a
cuses J
forged check for a small amount of
-money.
• The next is the indictment (-barging E.1 Scott with killing Plumber
Stewart. by shooting him. during a
light one year ago on West Court
street.
There are about seventy-five indictment. set for today. tomorrow and
Thursday. and the judge will rush
through with them. as neatly all will
consume very ittle time.

day to tile All answer in suit of Kirk
Barry against Constable A. C. Sli-iitrAt. Shelton toolicharge of some
hettsf hold gJ i on a distit ss wareant
gotten out againft bfra. Barry kr
rent claimed due for the home they
occupied. Mr. Barry now sues Shelton for return of the ;roods. and damape., on the ground that the effects
L• longed to him.
.1.7etil the next term of court was
postponed the suit of Duncan against
Ila)es.
The defendant asked the court to set
aside the judgment given plaintiff in
the suit of the Belknap Hardware
company against the E. Rehkopf Saddlery company. Belknap sold Rehkopf goods, and when the latter failed,
sued for return of the articles and
judgment, which was given him. Rehkopf now wawa this set aside.

"fake Ibis Suggestion"
11•••••

4.0

SOO

As Many Others Have Done to
Their Great Delight and Satisfaction

GREAT DELIGHT AND SATISFACTION, MAKEIT A
RULE
Mr. Gus Edwards has ret:gned his
Mesdames William Bradshaw, Sr.,
TO SAVE SOMETHING EVERY DAY, AT LEAST
EVERY
pcsiton with the gas company, at 1 ad William Bradshaw, Jr., will enlast Saturday accepted the piace of tertain this afternoon at cards at
PAY DAY AND DEPOSIT YOUR SAVINGS IN THIS
BANK.
city salesman for the West Kentocky their !ionic on 'Nest Broilwaa. complimentary to alias Katherine PowCal Company,
ell,
WE PAY PE RCENT INTEREST ON DEPOSITS.
Located In New Mexico.
Mr. Mitnroe Nance 'elites today for
Matinee Musicale.
Lail Vegas, New Mexico, to accept a
This evening tin' Matinee Musicale
under dab will hold its "open meeting" at
.
position in the railroad A .r*VIC..t
los brother. Mr. Joseph Nine'.'. wit '• the Eagles' Home on Sixth and
15 at the head of a dapartment ior Broadway, at which time the entire
the company at that city. M... MIA- music-loving public of the city is corrut' Nance has been locatca in the dially invited to be present and hear
East for two years. and spent ses era! the fine programme tip he sendered in
,:ays here with his parsuts while ea the big auditorium hall the following which the club members enterroute west.
tain with a reception in the home pat
lo E.
Running Job Office.
gichard McGregor. the yoffng
newspapei man, is in he city for a
Confederate Dau"ghtcrc.
business. He is itilw
The
days
on
few
Daaahters of We Coofede-Divorce Wanted.
uhere h., is aey will meet this afternoon at 4:30
W. Bryant filed suit for divorce located at Marion, Ky.,
prlio:ag Ot;let ei'tlock with Mb. Luke Russell of
against Isabella Bryant, on the conducting a large job
Va.
doing
West Jefferson street.
well.
and
ground that she left hint September 21.
#44;
1901, and has since refused to live
Bank In New Home.
Delphic Club.
with hint. They were married in the
The Mechanic. and s'srin,!rs 55% •
The Delphic club mests this morncounty December 2,2. 1878.
iega Bank was doing bus'uteaa yes- ing At the Carnegie library on Ninth
terday morning at the new location. and Broadway.
Adopt Orphans.
4isoid
'A. P. and 011ie Hill tiled an ex :to Broadway. to whielt Mace :he
Ladies' Auxiliary.
parte suit, asking the court to per- tniik effects were move.' since the
afterissoti
Sater.l.
closed
Mn.
institution
Thomas
W. Robrrot of Haramit them to legally adopt James
han boulevard will entertain the
Sands, a to-year-old orphan boy They after business hones.
Ladies' Auxiliary of the Knights of
For the Convenience of our patrons and the citizens of
want Iii make him their legally adoptPafklellb, 11.
at
erhOOtt
have
Columbus,
tomorrow
placed copies of the directories of the cities named below in the seam
aft
ed child and heir-at-law
DISAPPEARS
SHIP'S SILVER
Ing Register office at 523 Broadwa y, where the pub& is invited
lit r home.
to call
when desiring the address of any resident of the cities named.
Divide Flournoy Estate.
Valuables of Cruiser Minneapolis Are
Surprise Party.
W. B. Flournoy yesterday tiled a
Taken From Navy Yard.
Complimentary to the eighteenth
friendly suit against James E. FlomJosnoy and other heirs of the late Jane
Philadelphia, Pa.. Dec J.—The ail- anniversary of bia birthday. Mr.
evening
Sunday
Bergdolt
'as
eph
Flournoy, wherein the court is asked *er service given by tfie city of MinDistilleries Mandamus.
to select commissioners to divide reit! neapolis to the cruiser of that name ttndered a surprise party by a large
City Clerk Item) Bailey tiled a deONE-SIXTH OF THE POPULATION OF THE
down
UNITED
has disappeared from the League !s- crowd of friends who swooped
murrer to the mandamus proceeding estate between the Flournoy heirs.
home
Bergdoll
the
STATES.
him
at
van!'
also
valuables
Other
navy
yard.
himd
Paducah
h)
the
against
him
instittned
hours was afhare been taken. The silver service where a happy several
Statistics of Stock Speculation.
Distilleries company. and in which the
and refresh
games
passed
at
terwards
List of Directories on File
Fearing that his general statistics *sail recently stolen from the cruiser
cinnpany claims tha• the city clerk
meat'.
at
men
arc
service
weld be compelled to issue the colt- might have some element of error. 'Itenyer. Secret
ALLEGHENY CITY, PA.
A
MANITOU, COLO.
II A license entitling the distilleries SIT:. Gibson. a recent writer on the stork on the ease.
ATLANTA, GAMEMPHIS. TENN.
NOT A PRISONER FROM
pe It to sell liquor in as Antall subject took soo accounts in steel cornMILWAUKEE, WIS.
ay MISSOURI COUNTIES BALTIMORE, MD.
MAN ONLY EVIL CREATURE
es as one quart. The clerk in mon. coscring the period from Jitl•..
BOSTON. MASS.
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.
•
Cr states the plaintiff does tOot. to March, igoa. %%hen the mar•14i5 she
NASHVILLE, TENN.
Jefferson City. Mo.. Dec. 3.—In get- BRIDGEPORT, CONN.
ts.l set out sufficient cause for ac- ket "bowed nothiiig abiiiirmaf. Th,- Fliassirnmorality His Own Invention.
BRONX,
N.
Y.
NAUGATUCK,
CON?:.
ting the hooks at the penitentiary in
Says Rev. Mr. Long.
ti.in. and alike the 1.- q Qin to dismiss the *lock was at 37 at the beginning (4
NEWARK, N. J.
shape to he closed at the end of the BROOKLYN, N. Y.
matter. The court has not art acted, the period. and at the same orice At
NEW ALBANY, IND.
Hall discov- BUFFALO, N. Y.
Boston, Mass.. Dec. 3.—Three ad- pieaent month. Warden
CHATTANOOGA,,
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D BROADWAY AND
MODERNWOODM N JOINT SESSION
JEFFERSQN RECONSTRUCTION ELECT OFFICERS FOR ELECTIONS
•--

'lit
FIRST AND SECOND PASSAGE GIVEN BY COUNCIL LAST NIOSIT
TO ORDINANCE STIPULATING THAT BROADWAY AND, THE NEW OFFICIALS BE IN THE MAYOR STNDS READY
•
JEFFERSON SHALL BE'IMPROVED
FROM
NINTH
TO:
STALLED NIGHT -OF DEs'.1.,
READY TO ASSEMBLE
ELEVENTH WITH WHICHEVER AUTHORITIES
DECIDE
CEMBER reTII
BODIES
ON, BITULITHIC, ASPHALT OR PAVING
BRICK—MAYOR
WANTS FIREMEN RELEASED FROM NECESSITY .OF EXE'‘CUTING BONDS, AND DESIRES THAT CITY PAY OUT OF
Annual Election Held By the Cath- Cowed-linen Have Left it With the
•
PUBLIC TREASURY, THE BOND PREMIUMS OF POLICEMEN
olic Knights and Ladies of AmAldermen as to When Session
—FIRE LIMITS WILL BE EXTENDED, WHILE
COUNCIL
erica—Other
Bodies.
Will Be Conducted.
DOES NOT WANT ANY MORE FRAME OUTHOUSES ERECTB/IFORE
BUSINESS
BOARD.
ED—MUCH
j"

Camp No. 11313 of the Modern
Last night just as the council adof
'-`
America,
night
4
------,Woodinen
last
met
journed,
Mayor Yeiser informed the
JefferBroadway
suit
and
Prospects if
wherin Mrs. Crpteisteld got va,000
at their hall over Walker's drug store members that ,he stood ready to call
judgment
against‘
itS
oa
account
reconstructed
from
son streek beitsig
of her husband fann 'ffroin 'the South at _.Fifth and Broadway, and elected fqr them at any time, the special sesNinth to Eleventh street took 'defiSixth street island creek bridge, and the Officers who are to serve during silts always held during December
nite shape during the meeting of the being
by the combined counciInutnic and
killed. homes elect ordered that the coming year, as follows:
council last evening at the City Hall, an appeal be tete* Willie
Consul, A. J. Bamberg; advisor, aldermani4 bodies, for " purpose of
case-where
as first and second adoption, was Marion Lander
got • g750 jutiga3eni-Dt..-W. R. Washburn; banker, T. E. electing thi marketmaeter, city weigh
given the ordinance providing that against the city and contractors;, for Ford; clerk, J. )-I. Fritzius; eecort, er, license inspector and the
other
these two thoroughfares be improved injuries she received,
by falling into Coleman Boyd; watchman, Harry similar. officials. The council talked
between the points mentioned with an open storm
sewer trencip on Ken- 'Utiles; sentry, E. E. Schaeffer; phy- the matter over informally, and as
either bitulithic, asphalt or paving tucky avenue
,sicians. Dr. W. R. Washburn and Dr. they are ready at any time, told the
near Sinals street.
brick. The measure peoyides that
An ordinance was 'directed to' .be J. C. Freelaud; managers, James P. mayor for him to learn what night
bids shall be taken on each character brought in
proteidies. ;bat, there be Maloney and Auburn Milburn.
would suit the aldermen best, and
of material, and the contract let for graded and graveled the
rowing -The attendance was very large last that would be agreeable to them for
whatever kind the city ipthorities from Harrison
no 4,r. between Third evening, and the sessions of deep ines assemble the joint bodies,
deem advisable. The work is to be and Fourth St
oumbers aoo on whatever date that is. The aldernow
This
lodge
terest.
paid out of what moneyis left of the
The mayor r
members, and they install the new of- men have their regular sess'ion
• Cop
street bond issue. The ordinance land, the new
Thursday night, and by then they
nolOrbe-"ffeers
the night of December 17th.
stipulates that the street shall not be cues John T
will be ready to announce the time
reconstructed antil there is completed son street, had
satisfactory
Knights
Ladies.
and
Catholic
I
for the general gatherthe new sanitary, and storm water old telephone
The annual election of officers ing..
sewers that will be placed beneath Mr. Terrell $1.
was held last evening by the CathIt is rumored that before the joint
Broadway and Jefferson, under the 'phone, but that just as soon ts
be, die Knights and Ladies of America, meeting is held
Atte to boards will
contract fet to Mr Bridges, Who has Mr. Copeland, moved
into the place et their hall in the Elks' old quarters complete
their caucus, the first sesatarted the work for the new sewer the company raised the rate
ot $.1
Those sion of which was conducted one
on North Fourth street.
dtstrict, hi-commencing at Eleventh per month. Mr.
Copeland wanted the
officiate
next week from last night. At these gath
chosen
the
for
and Kentucky avenue.
to
city to take it up, but the mayor exerings they will decide who they want
As it will be some weeks before the plained to the council
twelve months are:
that the telesewers are finished under Broadway phone company went
Schnieder; 'vice- to elect at the open meeting to the
Henry
President,
rampant, and
and Jefferson between Ninth and unbridled, and
could charge whatever president, Mrs. Manic Roberts; Re- different places. Several of those to
Eleventh, probabilities are it will be rate they wanted,
therefore the muni- cording secretary, Mrs. Katie Lydon; be elected have already been settled
next spring before reconstruction is
Mrs. Maggie inson, and the balance of this arrange
cipality had no right to interfere. financial secretary.
started at tbeee points.
treasurer,
McCreary;
John
J. Dorian; sent will be perfected before the
Nothing was done except file away
The council gave first and'second the
trustee, Mts. A. 'I'opp for three years. f,pen session of both bedew. It is
complain of Copeland.
addption to an ordinance which cornThe license and ordinance corn-1 The first Monday night in January believed the aldermen will select
Is all telephone and telegraph com- mittee was directed to meet
sometime these new officers will be inducted in- some night next week as the time.
panies to pay into the city treasury this mouth
and revise the city liceine to their respective positions,
'very year, $3a log each and every
ordinance that wilt show what every
ONE EXONERATED;
these grisate corporations main- class of
Olive Camp of Woodmen.
business and profession has
OTHER MUST ANSWER
)fl public streets and alleyways
This evening Olive camp of the
to pay as Igoe license to do business
up their overhead wires. The in this
Woodmen of the World, elects its To Show
city.
Cause Why They Should
cc as &eon provides for no
To the board of poblic work. was uew officers, during their meeting in
Not Be Disbarred.
and is good fne nein year
opassed- Ole question of-4gittspcllia, the North Fourth street lodgeroom.
.
Chattanooga, Ivan-, Pee. 3.-s-14.1bat will obe 1Nnended 40 it
owniis of bIllboards to mink baik
ective always, and the penalty from the
10%1E4 the *port of .01 Grieeance
public sidewalls. their boards,
•Medical Society.
fixed. If the companies fall to pay
distant.* equal to the heighth of the I he McCracken Oiunty Medical Committee of the Bar 'Association,
the rental in twenty days alit's enact•strecture, so as to ores-sot it falling society will not elect it: officers to- which was not made public until Satment of the law, they forfeit their
on anyone should the wind Mow it night as usual, but hos changed to urday, concerning the professional
license to do business.
conduct of Attorney W. B. Miller, R.
down.
ti:e last Tuesday cloning of the T. Cameron
A measure was presented, providing
and John 0. Benson,
Stith
Vincent
and
were greeted a nionth for this undertaking. Tonight
for concrete udewalks on F.igth beto opal a saloon at q33 Sk)imb the members meet with Dr. Reynolds Judge Allison of the circuit court.
license
tween Washington and Clarke Tercets.
who ordered the investigation, gave
Third street.,
of South Sixth street near Broadway an order this morning exonerating
shut the draft *as referred to the city
There was receised and filed the air. and
solicitor, for there to be included
during the sessum Dr. N. A. M. Miller, but requiring Messrs
plication of
Inspector
Sewerage
provision that Eighth have concrete
'Smith lectures on "Anatomy of Thi Benson and Cameron to appear bewho want* to be re-elected
pavements all the way from Wash.1tee" while 1)r. Reyeattle lectures ori
next Saturday and
fore the cow
to that position. 4pr awe.
iugton to Tennessee street.
''Dcseases of Tbe Eye."
charges of unprocause
show
To
hy
the
board
supervisor
of
,
was
; 2nitial passage was given the measfessonal conflict should not be susare calling for concrete pavements on sent the complaints of Will Roark, Mr.
Other Meetings.
both sides of Fountain avenue from Rainey and others. who contend thew 'The school board meets tonight in tained and their names should not
properties
are
..osessed entirely too'
be stricken from the rolls as practBroadway to Jefferson sweet. The
monthly session at the Washington
-high for city fax igagreses.
ticing attorneys in the state.
insprosement is to be completed by
bedding on West Broadway, while
License
Inspector
George
Lehnhard
diveonunths after final adoption of th
W4G ordered to warrant at once,every- tbc trustees of Carnegie library gads- CREATES LIFE IN CRYSTALS
*ordinance.
body
eibii has nut paid their 1906 city cr tonight at the building on NAnth
, &here was presented, but refer rd
and Broadway, for their December Professor's Experiments Apparently
license.
In the city solicitor for some changes.
testion.
Councilman
Kolb silted that an orResult in Organic Denelopan ordinance, prohibiting anyone doment.
g a grocery or any other business at dinance be brought at extending the
3.—"Liquid crysone room of a buildMg. to *ell liquor "tire limits" from cieescut boiendaries. NOT REGIMENT'S
New York,'
2a another room, with doors consect- so as to include all thalportiihs
tals." showing apparent life, have
FIRS'! OFFENSE
ing the grogshop quarter with that city. commencing at Monroe street
been artific.aUy prodveed in the laba4k the river,, going out Monroe to
occupied by the grocery, etc. • T
oratory
of fltofessor Lchmainn pt
Strength. up Seventh to Clark, down Twenty Fifth Infantry "Shot up a
does not apply to hotels. The fioe
Karlsruhe, according to information
Town" Once Before.
Ito to Soto per day for 'violation of Clark to the river, and alone the
just received 'igie the experts at the
water's
edge
to
place
of
at
beginning.
lithe law.
physical research laboratory of Co,and the river.
Washington. Dec. 3.—The war de- iumbia trnivetsing.
The bills against the city were-alHe requested that this:new measure partment is preparing for an investi11awed, as were the public officers' payThe infinitesimally, small crystals.
toils. The allowanees included &bona prohltnt the erection of little frame gation by congress of the case of corn which Lehmann calls "individuals",
$6.goa. which is the last payment de' outhouses and such other wooden panics of the Twenty-fifth infantry. seem to be atelacted to each other,
structnres upon rear premises. The recently discharged without honor by
city schools, as their portion of
committee Mb* directed to bring in 'order of President RooseVelt. and .to thus producing -twin crystals, which
pahlic tastes. The monthly (mandevelop a dark serpentine line exthis end has compiled a record of ne. tending from the outer .surface to
statement was filed it *hieing a the new bill lo this effect.
Ihilditee on hand November tat, h • First and 'second adoption 4as goo troops .dating back to the civit the center. This *haws a perfect
110,665.93, while during that month givcalbti °rdinance• lnalirngPerma- 'war.. -It it said that thSs record di'- analogy with the springing up of a
oes.ao was collected, $26,561.2g neat the' position of "city stock catch- (loos a state of airs not generally
bud, as observed in the cose of micro
apetseled, !caving a present balance er- whit% has been a tesneweary, and known, and that once before et least organisms.
appointive
job
heretofore,
eicelpied
$44.539-70.
the Twenty-fifth infantry "shot up
it has always been the custom .sr by. Lycurgus Rice It will be perma- a town."The affair happened in 1885
FAMILY HAS DIVORCE \I \NI \
t nryir
ted,eyery
city government, to compel monat Fort Sturgis, Dak. Some of the
cc
market- negro soldiers went on a rampage
s of the fire department to
ster
tobia na- similar to that at Brownsville. Tee., Timms of Omaha Have Five 'Marguaranteeing the faithful perk
riages and Five Separations.
:.412,rty
1aei
iire mjr:. oun
dptionn
hi
liormance of their duty. As the men ture. The
and one of their number killed a
Omaha,
Neb., Dec. 3.--Creorgc
4,
bill
se. He
handle no money, or do anythiag
citizen. In that case, however, the Timrcewho was divorced in -Stay, has
takes
it
nistessitato.g suits ageism
them.
citizen took the matter into their married his brother's wife, who was
:Les,
Mayor Yeiser recommended to the the IA
own hands, forced the troopers, un- divorced in June. George's sister was
The'
cowed that hereafter the stationmen
er pain of death to disclose the name
'<Weds hours of the man who did the killing and married the same day. This makes
be relieved from having to give laond. ance
five marriages and five divorces in
This suggestion, was reterrect tet;the for the may
YeAli$ then took him out and lynched him.
the Timm family in 'Cie years.
fire and police committee for investi- office sitheiti
d old
gation, as was the recommendation of law co
stilit";his
Killed By Long Fall.
Aged Couple Married.
Ithe mayor that hereafter the city gov- office friittnn'eittid
'Harvard,
Dec. 3.—Albert
Sterfind, III., Dec. 3.—William
ieriwnent pay out of the publicireasury from I to 4
The Na
he premiums the police are compelled
tr;f hsier Evers, eel years old, and Agnes Rivers Gauzlin, aged at years, while emIlLs!Opribrte force, 71 years old, both of Manlius, Bureau ployed on an icehouse being built by
to pay indemnity companies to go on James ColBrin
the bond* they have to execute on showed itti •
Aries that „ccunty. were married today. The the Boyce Ice Company at Fontana,
becoming members of the polke. de- month, $75.4c0,gt
rc- ceremony brings thirty-four children nine miles from here, was killed topartment.
pleriped,..Asd
day by falling thirtyqour feet.
i4fr collec-I into 'thc
•
The Mame of the 'Friendless had a tion. Irtia
The fire comtteivwas directed to
communication befOre the council,
disking for an increase sal the $70 meet at tiicv,
bids put
thly allowance made this distill in by..,ettitti.'
Jo con- NOW is the time for
institution out of the public struCt the
set to be
sury the year arotind. The mayor •erected.
'fire dehe thought this increase should partmetg
of dry.
ot come up until the new legislative Mg the
linae,gotten
fficials go into office the first of next wet at.,
The boarta
eat, but that the ladies had asked
action of the
•
.
to lay the matter before the coun- mayor 11 Pay*
'.̀$5.0Cioi$ judghow. The latter decided to'let ment gotten *aka 4.111`kelity by Mir
request go over for consiettn-• Cornelia
tit of her
of the incoming boards, but ek- hip his
dumped
ed that for this month the home's from t '
was ridance be raised, from $70 to Stool ing, when AtI41-eililitAgLOf the rig went
Wier %flatware maw,as vbeir aver elk
aterp Ate'
ution la growing and they ate
of gottli
.heavier enpease every asatidi.
C city solicitor was orderedoto • TOW.,
.pstgoort .v as
to the eosin of appeals, the received
b
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NEWS IN 3RIEF.
•
***********************MP
—Mr. John VaoCulin is quite ill at
Prevents and cures chapped rough
his hotel in New York. He is a
brother of Messrs Nolen and David skin. Makes the
skin soft, smooth
N,anCulirt.
—David Narraway, the ship car- and white, Removes all blemialies
penter, had' his hand' bally mashed
caused by the cold winds.
yesterday by a heavy timber falling
on it at the dry docks.
—Conductor Tom Keekan*s f-eight
train, No. 155, split a 'switch at
Delightful to use after shaving.
Greenville, Ky., yesterday mottling,
and sent eight coal cars ta the each. I.
The wrecker went out horn here and
cleared up the debris.
—givetsidie
hospitar: "vis:ting
For sale only at
staff" fod December and January, is
composed. of the following doctors
v.-ho will look after the pauper eases
of the tiatisre mentioned: Dr. C. E.
Purcell, eye, ear, nose and throat; Dr.
DRUG STORE.
Odrian Hoyer, genito-urinary; Drs'
Horace Rivers and Phil Stewart, surgerw; Drs. Henry Duley and W. J. FORMER BANK PRESIDENT
Mass, medicine; Dr. B. B. GrifFOUND GUILTY BY JURY
fith, obstetrics.
—Mr. Andy Bauer, the potteryman,
Birmingham, Ala., Dec. 3.—After
is contemplating starting a factory. having been out all night the jury in
to manufacture sewer and other the case of Gordon Dubose, former
kinds of piping.
president of the defunct First Na—Mr. R. H. Dale is very ill of tional bank of Easley, charged with
pneumonia at his home in the V G S- misappropriation and embezzlemena
si Nit°n section.
of a national bank's funds, returned
—Messrs John Smedley, Roy Hurt a verdict in the federal court Saturand John Breckenridge *Font Sunday day morning, finding the defendant
tio the Obio river hunting, killing o6 guilty on all counts of misapplication of funds, but not guilty on all
ducks in three hours.
counts of abiteaction and embezzle-trent. There were 172 counts in the
Bishop Seymour Improved,
Springfield, Ill, Dtc. 3.—The con- ,indictment and the amount InvohitTrt
dition of Bishop Seymour of the was about $48 coo, which sum, it is
Episcopal diocese of Springfield to- alleged, Dubose lost in cotton speculation. The trial had been in progday showed slight improvement.
ress two weeks.

Dr. Dwight's
Lilyderrna Cream
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BACON'S

IT DOES

NOT PAY

TO

TAKE CHANCES IN BUYING

SHOES—IT'S

TOO

•

EASY TO GET POOR ONES

Che
Hnvil Brand
SCHOOL SIM IS A PROPER BLENDING OF ,GOOD MATERIAL, SKILLED

WORKMANSHIP AND TASTY STYLE.

laundsroan,

GIVE

SCHOOL

THESE

EXCELLENT

SHOES JUST

ONE

TRIAL AND THEY WILL SOON
PROVE THEIR WORTH.

Dec.

akiad.

•
•

execut

Cochran Shoe Co.
405 BROADWAY
-ONE PAIR SELLS ANOTKII---THAT'S QUALITY:"

Souvenirs!
FREE! TODA
REE!
TN
Y
AT

WARREN & WARREN'S
OF 403 BROADWAY
WATCHES, DIAMONDS AND

JEWELRY.

Advertise in the Register and get results

• lb.

Lump 1

you to fill yew

'Boul Kentucky an'a

Nut 12c

Coai

Aisoldiaief is' LIME:ani CEMENT. :Agent Pa Whit
Agatite Cement. "KING OF:CFSIENT."

41, Conninvhani,
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Thones: Oki 940,111sm 246.
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IS CONFIDENT OF
HIS ACQUITTAL
A. S DABNEY1
*
DENTIST—.

Where the
Skin Chaps

So Certain is Mrs. Harry Thaw That
She Arranges for Home
in Paris.

-art Suilding•
True
TEL. 7511-

We rcornmerd the use of
Henry's Aseptic Cream as a
never-disappointing healing and
softening . application . tor
chapped or cracked skin or lip&
Is a one night cure for
chapped lips and skin roughness; Heals, softens smoothes,
beautifies. Delightly perfumed.
Not the least bit sticky or
greasy. Rubs right into the

J. 12. Ochischlaeger
SXTH AND BROADWAY

WHY?
First.
Because it irons smothly, not
rough.
Second.
The button holes, or stud
holes match.
Third.
Negligee shins with buttons
are ironed perfectly and without injury.
Fourth.
It irons either stiff or pleated
bosoms like new, and the
"hump" so often seen is miss-

THE OLDEST CONTINUOUS H ONEST

PAWNBROKER

Et is said of the 111411 Chester GilDOING BUSINESS IN THE CITY. MONEY LOANED ON
lette, accused; of the murder of Grace
Brown, that he abandoned her beALL VALUABLES.
cause she was unfit to move in the
"social circles" to which he had won
admission, or still aspired.
The most complete answer to
log SOUTH SECOND.
is furnished by the letters writteu by
the girl to him and read in court the
other day.
•
s
As to the guilt or innocence of the
accused. the Examiner ha% 00 OPifliOta
to express but as to the innate gen.
a
tleness and beauty of soul of the girl,
now dead, these letters speak convincingly.
Each letter breathed. the spirit of
love, of gentleness, of that sclf-sacrilice
through countless ages men
have unwarrantably demanded of women, and, receiving, have themselves
become more selfish, inure exacting.
A more pathetic revelation of the
depth of woman*N love wiss never
made public.
To reprint the letters here would
be impossibble. Here are two brici l
extracts:
"I have been bidding good-by tol
some places today. There are so
many nooks, dear, and all so dear.
First I said good-by to the springhouse with its great masses of green
moss, then the apple tree where we
had our playhouse •• • and. of WE WILL TAKE PLEASURE IN SHOWING YOU
EVERYTHINIO
course, all the neighbors who have
WE
STOCK.
ARE
IN
HEADQUARTES
FOR
NEARLY
EVNRY
mended my dresses front a little tot
up."
FOR NEARLY EVERY GRADE AND
STYLE
OF
PICTURE

He and

OF SIL

LAWYERS

No other like it in West Kenby
Satisfy yourself
tucky.
sending us your laundry.

Star Laundry
Phone aoo.
S

NOTICE
HiEhest Prices Paid for Second-Haod
STOVES AND FURNITURE
Bay anything and sell everythieg.
sig‘22o Court Street: end Phone
1316%.

Clem Fransiola
MOVING WAGON IN CONNECTION.

DR. HOYER
Fraternity

TO AD
IN SE]
ES, El

DR. R. F. HEARNE

ing.

Building.

Offiee 'phone Old 331 R. Residence
phone old 464-

•••••••o

Frew
Exhibition

The KING OF ALL Hendrick, Mille;
BOSOM IRONERS
titt• Marble

acs)

00000000000••

OF FINE PICTURES AND
PICTURE rIOULDING"

WE USE

Room

•

I. COHEN

Dr. B. T.11aii

DRUGGIST

teestimmesetteeeteeseomeeet

• •

New York. Dec. 3.—Mrs. Harry K
Thsw is confident of Os acquittal of
her husband at his forthcoming trial
for the killing of Stanford White. in
an interview Sunday she said she
Architect and Superintendent
was already negotiating for the pureor Fraternity Building.
chase of a home its Paris, where she
Old Phone 498 Red; New Phone e
ni,d her husband- will take up their
permanent residence, if her expeCtaliCENTUCKY.
PADUCALL
tions of his liberation from prison is
realized. Mrs. Thaw said:
"When Harry leaves theprison we
DR. W. C MIRAN=
shall take the first ship from New
(Horaeopatkist.)
York, leaving America behind forevef. I .. have already made arrangeprepts with a Paris real estate firm
Office 3o6 Broadway—PI-one tie
for
the purphase of a modest Iiiiiise
#
Residence, Its Ereadway.
in the Champs Elysees district. You
?um. owe
ses how certain I ant of Harry's ac.
quittal.
"I would rather live in Paris than
in any other city in Europe. We both
feel it would never do for tq to reOffice with Dr. Rivers & River., tall main here after this trial, so I urn
making all arrangements to locate
worth Fifth, 3oth Phones 355.
Residue* 1041 t.lay, Ole Phone 1610 permanently in the French capital"
\
The Tobacco Crisis.
(Louisville Herald.)
J. K. HENDRICK. J. G. MILLER.
Niattcrs have. Tii the tobacco Rath.
WM- MARBLE.
of Kentucky, reached a crisis. The
struggle between the Tobacco Trust
snd the Tobacco Planters has taken
on a very grave aspect. A veritable
condition of civit war is reported
Irons Caldwell comity, in the dark
LAWYEItS.
tobacco county. Tobacco barns have
"The world, and you, too, may ,think MOULDING MANUFACTURED. AND OUR PATTERNS AIR Min
bten burned, private resiaences givPractice in all the courts of die en over to the flames, crops destroy- I sm the oat to blame. but somehow THE ONES THAT BELONG TO BARGAIN SALES ALTHOUGH WI
state. Both phones 31.
ed, individuals white-capped, and ter- I can't—just simply can't—think I ARE MAKING BARGAIN PRICES ON THEM.
OUR ASSORTRooms t, a and 3 Register Bail& rerism inaugurated in a peace.loving am, Chester. • • • My little sister
MENT
OF
PICTURE
MOULDING
IS
SO
EXTENSIVE THAT
came up just a minute ago with her
lag, 523 1-3 Broadway.
aim law-abiding sectioa.
For all such outbreaks an explana- hands full of daisies and asked if I YOU WILL NOT BE CONFINED TO A FEW PATTERNS FROM
a d lt is the duty didn't want my fortune told. I toll
vo n can be foundsuci
WHICH TO SELECT. THE DESIGNS ARE EXCLUSIVE, AND
of the State to gck
o back to first her I guessed it was pretty well told."
Whether Chester Gillette is gel:1y THE COLORINGS HARMONIZE PERFECTLY. WE WILL TAKE
instance. The
cause% in every
tobacco purchasers organized a trust. or not guilty ol the clinic wills whi•S PLEASURE IN TELLING YOU WHICH SHADE OF MOULDING
Their right to combine no one can he is charged it is improper here ;
BROOLHILL BUILDING.
question. The tobacco raisers. com- speak. But it may be said uSli all WILL HARMONIZE BEST WITH YOUR PICTURES
plaining that the trust etst doss n the emphasis:
JUST RECEIVED, NEW AND
ORIGINAL PICTURES IN
TELEPHONE NO. 444.
The girl uho wrote these lettess
price oi their products to less than a
PASTELS. WATER COLORS AND BURNT ETCHINGS. BE FIRST
living wage, formed a combination of was by nature titled to move no any
true,
society
in
which
sincere.
unselfTO MAKE YOUR SELECTIONS, AS THERE IS ONLY ONE OF A
OLIVER. OLIVER & M'GREGON their own Such an organization was. ish womanhood finds a places—Chicaalso, well within their rights.
KIND.
go Examiner.
The two associations have come in
FOR
THE PRICES OF OUR
MOULDINGS,
PICTURE
cenffiet. The American Society of
Phone Girls' Training.
planter*:
association
is
Equity,
as-the
CENTS
PEP
FRAMES.
ANY
STYLE
5
AND
RANGE
FROM
COLOR
OFFICES: Redo% Ky., rear buil
girl." are to
Washingt..n.
.
Marshall County; Paducah. kir- termed. has. the sympathy 4.f the he put through a contrite Of sical traM- FOOT UP TO 75 CENTS PER FOOT. PICTURES FOR 25 CEN1K
masses in the First. Seeoad and 'Third
Room 114 FraternIty Building.
ing to teach them the proper voice
so CENTS 75 CENTS Siam Silo AND UP.
congressional districts. wheer the
OW 'Phase 4114 dark tobacco interests are important. modulation. according to a report
1Sew 'Pbese ILL
which is being whispered around one
There is a growing sympattis with of the big downtown telephone extlis objects of the society in other
changes. The scheme is not new in
IL T. LIIIIMPOOT,
sections of the state. The Lexington' at least two of the big Eastern cities,
Herald has its doubts of the wisdom New York and Philadelphia. but up
LAWYER.
..f the organization -and that of its to this time it has apparently not apeffort'-:
pealed to Washington telephone man"We .want to publish all the facts agers. One of their number recently
about this movement for the benefit went to New l'orlc. saw a class of
Will practice in all courts of ICA
of the piople of this section. If it Coitleines operator divipities being out
tacky.
tan accomplish what its supporters through a "course of ;rants" tinder
claim. it will be of enormous benefit. a competent vocal teacher, and has reI i it cannot accomplish
what is turned lull of enthusiastic regard for
claimed for it; if it engenders the the scheme, which he declares will
spirit uhich seems to have been transform the most car-splitting.
•
aroused in the dark tobacco district: rasping, tile-like feminine sisell—o!"
if it .fails to accomplish its object Or "wait-ing!" into a sound like the
!ter tying up the crop of tobacco. gentle murmuring of the lyre bird.
Rooms 5 and 6 Register Building
. s.: leads to financial stringency in
523 1-2 Broadway, Paducah, By.
The object of the proposed training
Accident,3Li1edLiability, SteamnBollerNew 'Phone ego.
tie• section. its results uil be de- is to teach the phone operators to
p:vrable.cencentrate the sound of their voices
SPECIALTIES:
The OwensIst.ro Inquirer Comes to upon the mouthpiece of the instrnAbstracting of Titles,
the defense *bf the Ametican Society ment. thns enabling tioem to sink the
Issuance, Corporatioa awl •
;f Eq uity in a nowlerats expression voice into the pitch of a soottorig
meet Rasear UMW.
of unquestionable soundness:
whisper. To perfect the scheme ail! Office Phone 360.
Residence Phone 724
-lt must not be forgotten that the mean that any operator will be able to
farming clement. like that in all vo- talk freely into the tistrument withCecil Re
J. C. Flournoy
cations which can be performed by out being beard more than a foist or
naskilled labor, pos.sesses some it-0 two away. In consequence the ale me
ignorant people. and all ignoront peo- exchange room, far from retesilihrta
LAWYZBIL
plesare fanatical: their prejudices are a cage of chattering magpies. will.
easily aroused, and they are quick to seem. 24 much as distributing mem; is
Rooms to, it and t2. Colusoia Eld$ resort to violence to avenge a real or concerned. like Pharaoh's tomb.
Good plumbing means
"It's an easy thing to learn." says
fancied wrong. But it would he unPADUC.AH, KY.
good health and this comjust to the farming class as a whole this enterprising manager. whose ferbined with modern sanitary
to criticise them for organizing for tile brain conceives great possibilities
,n,...•11",' •
11
in
the
scheme.
"and
I
thin
the
girls
helps to keep the doctor out
fixtures
their mutual protection because a law
of your house. 111Mmadime Porcelain
lois element .among them resorts to will take kindly to it. ha a way, they
Enameled plumbing fixtures make
illegal and criminal aCt!t. It is the will soon get wise to a few tricks
healthy bath rooms, are sanitary and
duty of the Americati Society of of ventriloquism. It is only necesOFFICE 120 NORTH FIPTII
have a beauty all their own.
Lirity to put fiwth every effiirt pos- sary to siusse lipe in a certain way
sible to run down and convict the to send all the sound intei the monthIf you intend making bath room imTELHIPTIONES:
wembers of the society who may en- piece. even when it is Rome diciance
provements, let us shots you samples of
away. Doctors have told tic that a
this famous ware. We guarantee good
Office ssa gage in such outrages as the 11-erald constant use of this method will give
Resider ee 296
complains of."
prompt service and attention no
"' work,
the lips a permanent set, but I have
The American Society of Equity
matter how small or how large your job.
will do itself honor by weeding out noted some operators who have been
at it for several years. and yet their
r
E. D. HANNAN.
1.1
of its membership all the lawless delips
resembled
those
of
201
131 St. 4th.
an
Phones
unkissed
Both
ments. The conditions reported from
Attorney at Law.
debutante.**
attract
uniCaldwell are certain to
The manager gave no hint as to the
Paducah versal attention. The American na- possibilities he might see in the
Room No. 5,
Kentucky. t.on must have peace' within its bor- thought that by the use of ventriloColumbia Bldg.
ders. but peace cannot lit! had simulquism one -hello girl' could do the
taneously with injustice and lawlesswork of many.— Washingt4 Times.
trust
that
reFs in any form. The
-.could deny the producer a living
profit—by a living profit we mean AUSTRALIA AFTER OIL TRUST
VETERINARY SURGEON AND
, se adequate .to provide American
We have enlarged our business rind
DENTIST.
standard of living—is just as lawless Prosecution of American Combine
aredcrepared to turn out more and
Said
to
Be
Contemplated.
Will trat scintifically with the latPs the ignorant incendiary or madten grade work. Cleaning, Dying est improved intsruments and up to
bet
'
Round trip to EVANSVILLE AND dened white-capper.
date treatment all diseases of domesllelhourne. Dec. 3.—It is rumored aneRepairing.
What is needed 'is drastic legislaRETURN, continous passage Loot
F4. icated animals.
here that the federal government conUnlimited ticket $5.00 meals and tica, evenly enforced, to prevent inroads from any quarter on the rights templates prosecuting the Australian
ALL CALLS PROMPTLY ATberth inclodsiL
representatives of the American oil
any fit I7C11 or body .if citizens.
TENDED NIGHT AND DAY.
combine under the anti-trust act
.
.
339 South Third St
°flies
Thompson Transfer Ce., Both
REMOVES DIVORCED PASTOR
'ptones 357.
Three Shot in Street Duel.
Residence Phone 2935.
ROUND TRIP TO CAIRO. Pert7 Congregation at Evansville Expels
Leavenworth, Ras., Dec. 3.—In a
street
due
with
pistols
two
between
Secret
Minister Who Got
of five or over liz.5o each, withost
negroes hre James Sanders. a coal
Decree.
meals; "leo with meets.
miner, was fatally wounded and RichEvansville. Ind., Dec.. 3.—At
Good music on all the boats. For meeting of the members of St. John's ards Nichols. a negro dewily sheriff.
Ill.---fnternational
tirthcr particulars see
Evangelical church here. this afters and Thomas Gray, alsrssi negro, seer
Stock
Etsposition.
Dates of sale Nov.
dangerously
'hurt.
Nichols
was
removand.
SanLange
noon Rev. August
S. A. FOWLER, Oen. Pus. Apia ed as pastor. there being but six dk- ders quarreled over a card gam.
nth, December zst, and, 3rd sad 4th,
or GIVEN FOWLER, City•Paga s-Tifing votes. Tie recemly obtained •
rood. Return limit December tot's
Agent. Moss is. ,
1,16.
Rotaid trip rate P1-9111
Subscribe
the
;
for
Register,
his
wile:
.
a sestet dii,orce from

0.D. Schmidt

skin.

THE LOVE LETTERS OF *
A TRUE WOMAN. *

NOUS

iZZalimi

I NOW IS THE TIME"
THIS IS THE PLACE

PADUCAH CENTRAL
INCORPORATED
306 B'way. Day and Night
Free Catalogue
School

E H.l'RYEAR

l

-VEA
OUil
AT
CES

316 BROADWAY

••

Abram L. Well de Co

Atturney-at-Law

FIRE INSURANCE

SURE

Campbell Block.

FLOURNOY & REED

Healthy Bath Rooms

IV •

H.T.Rivers,M. 1).

Excursion:
St. Louis and Tennessee River Pack*
et company—the cheapest

and

bee

excursion oet of Paducah.

the Round Trip to
S8.00 ForTen nessea
river & retie

It is a trip of pleasure, corneae
and rest; good service, good tabl
good roams, etc. Boats leave eat*
Wednesday and Saturday at 5 p.
For other information apply to Jas
Frank E
Koger, superintendent;
Brown, agent
1IES.nf'B

Ors Childress
EYE, EAR, NOSE AND
THROAT.
Dace and Residence, Rooms 3 sal
Ciductihia litaiterow

Cl

ALBEN W. BARKLEY

Paducah Steam
Dye Works

Excursion Rates on
The River

"

DR.CEO. MASGAN

kabli

K. C. Rose, Prop.

4•1• •••■••

ILLINOIS CENTRAL
EXCURSION BULLETIN
aka,
lave

rs-"••

C. MANNING SEARS, M.D.
(Office 1707 mews St.
Telephone 377.
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IST. TACOMA TOE FIELDS NADI
TO FURNISH LIGHT.

SOME
MODIST
MANIFESTATION.

ILLINOIS CENTRAL RAILROADjIME TABLE
CORR
ECTED MAY 30, 1906.
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Blazic Chantilly laces are making
an especial niche for themselves in
thc later mot!es. All the 7.1y from a
four-inch frill to a 45-inch flounce,
the clever dressmaker who keeps
abreast of all the novelties of fashion
is employing Mack Chantillys for
gowns of dressy purpose.
To one aca.stomed to wilite tIN‘l
laces for their own intrinsic beauty,
it seems somewhat startling to find
the exquisite Chantillys and Spanish
laces ruthlessly turned over to the
dyer to be tit):•.:(; after ste.--e one o7
another of the modish tints of the
moment. But such is their fat" when
tbey are chosen for wear by the
youlger ,SZetion of soci •ty. Not that
thei do net show up well .in scat
treatment, fur they most assuredly do.
One of our younger actresses wears
a gown in a current piece that bolas
the boards at one of New York's
martest theaters. The on .oierree
to was made in Loudon by a couturiere who dresses several of .the titled
beauties of the British Isles. A tine
Chantilly is dyed to a soft shade of
pink, is packed with pink chiffon,
posed over a changeable pink and
yellow pcau ile cygne, with the yellow
a stronger factor in the coloring than
the pink, and the whole wrought over
with a Greek key design in nacre paillettes in which pink opalescent colorings predominate.

SOUTH BOUND
Leave Cincionat:a
Leave Louisville
Leave Owensboro
Wive Horse I)ranch
Leave Central City
Leave Nortonville
Leave Evansville
Leave Nashville
Leave Hopkinsviile
Leave Pr'iscerton
Arrive Paducah
Leave Paducah
Arrive Fulton
Arrive G'bbs, Tens.
Arrive Rives
Arrive Jackson
Arrive Memphis
Arrive New Orleans

No. lox
• 8.20 a.m.

No. 103
t5:00 p.m.
9:40 P.m.
6:30 p.m.
11:08 a.m.
T :03 a.m.
1:40 aan,
slato p.m.
7:00 p.m.
eree p.m.
2:27 a.m.
3'40 am.
3:45 a.m.
4:50 a.m.
5:51 a.m.
6:oi a.m.
7:15 a.m.
a.m
8.:15 p.m.

No. 121

Rave Become the Source of Eleetrieal
12:01 p.m.
7:30 a.m.
Power That Is Furnished to
..
9:00 a.m.
Cities a Hundred Hiles
. a.:28 p.m.
11:05 a.m.
Away.
• 3:30 Ism
13:30 p.m.
4:08 lam-•
I:18 p.m.
tncirag the great mountain peaks OS
12:50 p.m.
8:30 arm
d coast, that of Taooma ia
8:05 a.m,
known, owing not only to
11:20 a.m.
•to'the Immense ice-cap
4:55 lara2:35 p.111.
6:to p.m.
t, formed by the num4:15 Palle
6:15 p.m.
"Which exist there.
4:20 p.m.
7:20 p.m.
IOW mountain, says
6:oo p.m
8:06 p.m.
Ordiid, but a beautiful
8:13 p.m.
mountain, since the ice formation
•.
glittering in the sunlight makes it via.
zoo p.m.
ible for a distance ranging from SO
io:35
a.m.
to 80 miles on a clear day, so that it
can be ristinctly seen in the cities of
NORTH BOUND
No. 102
No. to4
No. 122
Seattle and Tacoma.
Leave New Orleans
730 p.m
sets S.M.
..
While the peak is sometimes termed
Leave Memphis
.
.. 6:43 a.m
8:50 p.m.
.
Mt. Rainier, Tacoma, the title which
Lease Jackson, T.
8:07 a.m
10:I0 p.m.
.
the Indians gave it, is a far more apLeave Rives
-:
11 :58 p.m.
.
propria
Leave
te
Fulton
name
for this peak, lints
E. P. BOURQUIN. TUNER.
10:15 a.m.
12:35 a.m.
6:oo
a.m.
-Tacoma" In a sense means nourish
Arrive Padiscah
!Ir.= a.m.
1:43 a.m.
7:40 a-03ment. The Acids of ice and snow exLeave Paducah
It
a.m.
1:48 a.m.
7:50 SUM
teni:ng for miles upon its slopes fora
Arrive Primeval' 12:39 p.m.
3:03 a.m.
g:ap a.m.
the source of several important rivers,
Arrive Hopkinsville
6:x5 p.m
5:20 a.m.
„.
whIch
Arrive
Nashville
not only nourish • wide area of
s
9:25 p.m
8:lo a.m.
farming country, but have recently
Arrive Evansville
3:43 pan.
9:45 a.m.
Arnie Nortonville
formed a moat Important source od
. 1:28 p.m.
3;51 a.m.
11:35 a.m.
Assive Central Oty
power for the cities named, as well as
2:05 p.m.
4:30 soul..
11:30 a.m.
INO
Active Horae Busch
for smaller towns In this section of
.. 3:06 p.m.
5:18 a.m.
za:33 p.m.
NY
Arrive
Owensb
oro
Washington. In fact, from the glacial
Ilmo a.m.
'4:55 P.m.
°4:53 p.m.
Artive Louisville
streams of Tacoma is already generat7:30 a.m,
5:35 P.m.
fitE
4:55 Pow
Arrive
Cincinnati
.
ed a very Wes quaatity of eleetrie
. 9:15 p.m.
1200 noo•
IbT
Strongly suggestive of capes are
power, which is being utilized not only
for power but for heating and lightin some of the new wraps that proudly
WI
g bear
ST. LOUIS DIVISION
Parisian labels, canspicuously
as well. To give an idea of the diversiRT.
display
ed.
In
a very smart model
ty of uses for the current, it may be
NORTH BOUND
No. 306
No. 374
IAT
staled that It operates the electrie there is a tablier or chasuble effect Leave Padocah
12:40 p.m.
4:20
p.m.
that
hangs
in full and straight lines Arrive Carbondale
OK
railway systems in the cities of Seattle
4:25 p.m.
84o p.m.
from
the
shoulde
rs
back
and
front,
Arrive Chicago
and Tacoma, aggregatingg 163 miles of
6:30 a.rn.
UlD
6aso a.m,,
cut off to display the curve of the Arrive St. Louis
troesy line, la addition to cable railfajo p.m.
7:20
shoulder point where the arm joats
kl3C
ways situated in the hilly portions of
The space over the arm •s filled with
SOUTH BOUND
theme cities. Besides this service, bowINC
So. L's
NG* SUS
cape piece, a sling strap through Leave St. I:aids
ever, current Is furnished for one of
....mow 1r-3 aza.
1121D p.m. ,
which the arm is thrust serving to Leave Lancago
- roe %Mt.
the most notable interurban electris held
WAS palli.
this in place. One sees this de- Leave Caboodale
ttreo a.m.
railwajs La the Paled States, that ex- sign carried
7:05 a.m.
out in furs of the richest Arrive Paducah
3:35 p.m.
tending between Seattle and Tacoma. description, in
II= a.m.
MST
silks and velvets IncWEDDING GIFTS
where power Is secured from the third lined, an/terra in cloth
with
a quilted
IF A
C
--OA! -1f 1-A—
SHVILLE LINE.
(OF
reit In connection with the multiple- satin liniag to add to its warmth for
YOU'LL
'
unit system. That line la employed cold weather
NORT
BOUND
rot-Sot
Out only for passenger service but for
135-835
FOR
Leave Nashville
8:to
a.m.
transporting trcieht and express InaPlaid ribbons arc in highest favor Leave Hopkiusvi_le
11:20 a.m.
PER
6:40 a.m
tette, and teaks among the moat com- for all sorts of dainty little accessor- Leave Princeton
3:3.5 p.m.
7:45 a.m.
so
14.11.
pletely equipped electric systems is ies for both the home and street toi- Arrive Paducah
pm.
4:15
9:25
a.m.
tie world. The borse power required let. but more especially for the former. Leave Paducah
6::s p.m.
9e30
a.m,
In
additio
n to the brilliant plaided Arrive Cairo
for a number of the leagest Industries
7:45 p.m.
11:10 a.m,
In the city of Tacoma. Including the ecUture there are some smart bretelle Arrve St. Louis
7:30 amt.
4:30 p.111
shosa of the Northern Pacific railway effects ehown. and select ribbon i, Arrive Chicago
6:30 a.m.
9:30
elle
oftenti
mes
called
upon
to soften the
and the water wor..s pumping plant. Is
also obtained tram this source; while tone of the brilliant plain colorings
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Nine Hunters Are Killed.
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